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the web has problems

huge inefficiencies
no offline use

bad security model

bad in mobile and IoT
censorship

links break
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a new hypermedia distribution protocol

The Permanent Web
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Merkle DAGs help in

- De-duplication
- Data Integrity



in IPFS  
data forms a dag

nodes have 
links and data

[ (hash, size, name), … ]QmbTJW4iGGBS  3987   foo 
QmbTQmPMEFgh  1020   bar 
QmZFJguywFUY  6787   baz

anything you want[]byte

links

data
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has pki based 
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Traversal

a collection of peer-to-peer protocols



they find each other and content  
with routing systems, like DHTs
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and exchange dag nodes  
like files in http or bittorrent
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DEMO



Juan Benet
(Creater of IPFS)



go-ipfs http://github.com/ipfs/go-ipfs

(We               contributions)


